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Tomasko and Smith (1982). Examination of the Voyager
2 (V2) data in Smith et al. (1982) reported no significantNew measurements of Titan’s hemispheric brightness asym-
variation from V1 to V2, consistent with a seasonally vary-metry from HST images from 260 to 1040 nm show that the

contrast is strongest near 450 nm (blue) and, with the opposite ing asymmetry at a peak in the early 1980s (i.e., near equi-
sign, at 889 nm (methane band). Comparison with a full Titan nox). Such a seasonally controlled asymmetry would be
year of disk-integrated albedo data indicates that the seasonal expected to reverse in sign within a decade.
cycle in asymmetry is smooth, but is insufficient to explain Caldwell et al. (1992) observed Titan in 1990 using HST
the variation in albedo, and a twice-per-year global albedo and the Wide Field/Planetary Camera (before the replace-
enhancement 50% larger than the hemispheric asymmetry am- ment by WFPC2). They measured the NSA in two filters
plitude is required, as noted by other workers. We also report (blue and green) and noted that the NSA had reversed
measurements of limb-darkening (strongest at red wavelengths)

compared with Voyager, with the northern hemisphereand note that the transition zone between the ‘‘hemispheres’’
now brighter than the south. They also noted, althoughlies in the northern, brighter hemisphere at present. Compari-
with a poor signal-to-noise ratio, that an image in the 889-son of models to the HST data set indicates that a change in
nm methane band had a NSA opposite in sense from thataerosol number density above 70 km, and largely below 120 km,
seen at visible wavelengths. Such a wavelength dependenceis the likely mechanism and is probably driven by aerosol trans-
is consistent with the modeling of Toon et al. (1992) whoport by meridonal and vertical winds.  1997 Academic Press

noted that an increased haze optical depth reduces the
albedo at short wavelengths (below 600 nm) but increases

1. INTRODUCTION albedo at longer wavelengths.
We here report analyses of subsequent HST images to

Titan was little more than an unresolved dot in the sky provide a fuller data set for future modeling efforts and
until the Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 encounters in compare the asymmetry with that measured in Voyager
1979, 1980, and 1981. Its appearance in the Voyager images data. The seasonal variation in the asymmetry has been
was disappointingly bland, since the surface was hidden suggested as the explanation for the variation in Titan’s
by a thick atmosphere laden with an opaque haze (Smith disk-integrated albedo, although previous investigations
et al. 1981). The dominant feature in the many images (e.g., Sromovsky et al. 1981, 1986, Lockwood et al. 1986)
was a distinct variation in brightness from north to south, have noted that the asymmetry observed by Voyager is
termed the north–south asymmetry (hereafter NSA). The inadequate to completely describe the albedo variation.
NSA was investigated in some depth by Sromovsky et al. Additionally, we examine albedo variations produced in
(1981), who compared Voyager 1 (V1) measurements with a number of models, to constrain the likely mechanism

and point out directions for future modeling efforts.those of Pioneer 11 some months before, and reported by
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TABLE I
HST Images of Titan Used or Referred to in this Study

Note. Where many (.2) images in the same filter exist, only one has been listed here.

2. HST OBSERVATIONS A set of images of Saturn and Titan spanning visible,
UV, and near-infrared images were obtained by Tomasko

The available images of Titan are summarized in Table I, and Karkoschka (proposal ID 6030). Most images are on
together with the parameters required to reduce the data. the Planetary Camera, as with the previous data sets, al-
The initial observations by Caldwell (proposal ID 1289) though two use one of the wide-field cameras (giving higher
suffered from poorly exposed images as HST’s capability signal-to-noise, at the expense of spatial resolution: Titan
to track solar system objects had not yet been imple- is about 10 pixels across, as against about 19 on the PC).
mented. Also, the details of the image depended on which Use of this data set requires caution, in that HST was
deconvolution process was applied to correct for the spher- tracking Saturn, not Titan, so Titan’s orbital motion around
ical aberration in the primary mirror. Saturn produces some smearing, especially for the long

A more extensive data set was obtained in 1992 by Smith exposures. However, this smearing is not catastrophic ex-
(proposal ID 3899), again using WF/PC-1. This time, mea- cept for the very long 889-nm exposure (since the direction
surements had much better signal-to-noise, as the HST of smearing is orthogonal to the NSA and so affects both
tracking capability now enabled longer exposures. hemispheres the same way). These images also show Ti-

The vastly improved capabilities of WFPC2 enable us to tan’s shadow on Saturn, which has been analyzed in a
study Titan images directly, without needing to implement separate paper (Karkoschka and Lorenz 1997).
image deconvolution. Smith (proposal ID 5508) obtained
a series of images in October 1994. Most of these used the

2.1. Data Reduction
F850LP filter, which probes to Titan’s surface, to build up
a map of relative surface albedo (Smith et al. 1996) but Conventional flatfielding and dark subtraction was per-

formed during HST pipeline processing. We made no at-additionally a suite of visible filters was used to measure
the NSA. A subsequent set of images was obtained the tempt to make absolute radiometric calibration of our im-

ages, as we are examining only relative brightness. Almostfollowing year (proposal ID 6295).
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TABLE I—Continued

all of our images were obtained near the center of the ratio are the same physical entity—is simply the ratio of
the intercepts for the two hemispheres. Note that if k differsWFPC2 image plane, where optical distortion by the HST

planetary camera is well under 0.5%. However, we cor- substantially between hemispheres, the lines could cross,
giving a higher intercept value to the hemisphere with therected the program 6030 data set for distortion, as Titan

was near the edge of the camera field of view. dimmer limb. However, in practice we find that the k slopes
are virtually the same between hemispheres.We have also examined a number of flatfielded and dark-

subtracted Voyager images. No corrections for geometric Figure 1 shows plots of Ie vs ee0 for two images, one
blue (F439W) and one methane band (FQCH4N-D, atdistortion were needed or applied. The Voyager images

in general have lower signal-to-noise than the HST images, 889 nm). It is clear that the blue image is well-described
by such a model—most of the points for each hemispherebut do not suffer significant degradation from the point-

spread function. fall on or near a straight line.
Selecting segments further from the center of the diskOur adopted method of determining the asymmetry is

related to that used by Sromovsky et al. (1981) although enables distinct separation of the two hemispheres: the
near-equatorial data points depart from the two straightrather than scanning along a meridian we take points from

all radial positions on the disk. We divide the disk into a lines, due to the ‘‘blurring’’ near the interhemispheric
boundary. Excluding points closer than 208 from the equa-north and a south section and ignore points with latitudes

less than 6208 . For each of these sections, a least-squares tor eliminates this problem. Since points further from the
center of the disk (i.e., those with lower e) are more prone(uniform weighting) linear fit to log(Ie) against log(ee0)

was determined (see Fig. 1), where I is the observed flux to center-finding errors and, having lower signal, are nois-
ier, we excluded pixels with ee0 , 0.1 from the fits. As(which we assumed proportional to image data number

DN after dark subtraction and flatfielding), e is the cosine can be seen in Fig. 1b, this selected subset of points allows
a much better fit, indeed with a correlation coefficient Rof the emission angle, and e0 the cosine of the solar zenith

angle of each point. A straight-line fit indicates that the for both lines greater than 0.995. Good fits of this type are
found for images at wavelengths less than 700 nm.hemisphere follows a Minnaert law of the form I 5

I0ekek21
0 : the slope of the line corresponds to k, which has The methane band image has a somewhat different char-

acter, with points in both hemispheres (Fig. 1c) falling nearvalues typically between 0.5 (uniform disk) and 1.0 (Lam-
bertian sphere), and I0 is the intercept of the line with curves which are neither straight nor parallel, suggesting

a Minnaert fit fails to capture the full complexity of Titan’see0 5 1 and is a measure of the relative albedo of the
hemisphere. The north/south albedo ratio—which we will appearance at this wavelength. Thus, the ratio of intercepts

or the ratio of points with a given ee0 does not fullyabbreviate as NSA, since the asymmetry and the albedo
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FIG. 1. Logarithmic Ie vs ee0 plots for two images: a,b F467M, c,d FQCH4N-D (889 nm). Crosses are points in the northern hemisphere;
diamonds are in the south. (a and c) All points with ee0 > 0.1; (b and d) only points further than 208 from the equator and with ee0 > 0.3, where
a better fit can be made—the ratio of the fitted line intercepts is used to estimate the north/south albedo ratio. Note the substantial non-linearity
of the methane band data.

describe an albedo ratio. However, in order to generate a described by only two albedo values. Also, images using
filters which sample the near-infrared methane bandsparameter for year-to-year and model comparisons, we

applied the same method as before. Although the fit (Fig. (F791W, F850LP, F1042M, and FQCH4N-C and -D) are
not well described by the Minnaert fits, as there is both1d) to the dimmer northern hemisphere is reasonable

(R 5 0.985), the southern hemisphere has a pronounced limb-brightening and darkening present.
Second, the HST point-spread function (psf) causeskink and a poorer correlation coefficient (R 5 0.95). Al-

though future efforts should investigate and attempt to some blurring. This causes the transition between north
and south to be less distinct than it would otherwise be,reproduce the shape of the curves, the present paper re-

tains a straight line fit, as this appears to provide sufficient and the limb profile is flatter than would be the case in a
sharp image. These two errors have a modest effect onfidelity for the current generation of models.
our fits, since we exclude pixels with ee0 < 0.1, and we
eliminate the near-equatorial band in any case. Since the

2.2. Error Analysis
core of the psf is only a couple of pixels wide, the albedo
ratio estimate is not significantly affected, and both hemi-Our Minnaert fits suffer from four sources of error. First,

the two-albedo Minnaert function does not completely de- spheres are in any case affected in the same way.
The third source of error is noise in the data itself. Forscribe Titan’s appearance—Fig. 2 in Sromovsky et al.

(1981) and Fig. 15 in Smith et al. (1982) show their deter- most images, the peak brightness is >500 DN, with a gain
of 7 or 14 electrons/DN, so quantization noise is negligiblemined albedo as a function of latitude—it is not perfectly
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and poisson noise is <1% (the F255W image has a lower image and then subtract a model image created using speci-
fied center and radius (we used the wavelength-dependentsignal, however). The flat field errors are 1–2%, with the

exception of F336W, where it is perhaps 4%. However, radius of Toon et al. (1992)) and the determined Minnaert
coefficients and albedo ratio. The synthetic image has amost of this variation is from one pixel to the next (rather

than an across-image gradient) so the albedo ratio estimate transition region (typically 208 wide) at about 108N , where
the brightness is the latitude-weighted mean of the valuesdoes not suffer systematically.

The final, and principal, source of error, is in the e and for the two hemispheres. For the most part, the residuals
(see Fig. 2) are small—for example, the fit to the F467We0 values used for the points in the fit. This in turn is due

to errors in the determination of the center of the disk image has a root-mean-squared error of 9.2 DN, or about
1.5% of peak intensity. When compared with the p1%and inaccuracy of the assumed or measured radius. We

used the wavelength-dependent radius from Toon et al. flatfield error and poisson noise, this suggests that the
model is an accurate description of Titan’s appearance.(1992). We determined the center of the image by taking

the mean of the points of maximum intensity gradient. Errors are much larger and have a non-random appear-
ance, for the near-IR images—as mentioned above, theThis method suffers slightly in the presence of non-zero

phase angles, but error in center-finding can be easily iden- Minnaert fit is a poor description of Titan at these wave-
lengths.tified, by an asymmetric brightening at the edge of the

disk when the model is subtracted from the image and
corrected accordingly.

We estimate, conservatively, that the center can be de- 3. RESULTS
termined to p2% of the radius (about 0.2 HST pixel). Note
that the determined Minnaert coefficients and albedo ratio Our results are expressed as a north/south albedo ratio

and listed in Table II and shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Thereare relatively insensitive to east–west errors in center loca-
tion. By considering the e and e0 values calculated for a is agreement between our values and those of Sromovsky

et al. (1981) for Voyager. Within error bars, the asymmetrypoint near the center of the disk (e 5 0.94) and for a point
near the edge (nominal ee0 5 0.3), it can be shown by and limb darkening that we determine for Voyager and

HST images are about the same, although the albedo rationumerical experiment that for no east–west center-finding
error but a center estimate 2% to the north of true, the is perhaps slightly lower for the present than in the Voy-

ager epoch.albedo ratio will be estimated 0.03 too low, and the k values
will be 0.01 too high for the north and 0.01 too low for The wavelength dependence of the NSA (see Fig. 3) is

the same as seen in the Voyager images, with a peak atthe south. These error values are for where the true k
value is 0.8 and the albedo ratio is 1.1: the errors are smaller p450 nm. Longward of 700 nm, there is a remarkable

change in character of the images. The reversal in senseif the true k is smaller and vice versa (e.g., if true k 5 0.6,
the corresponding errors in estimate of albedo ratio and of the asymmetry beyond 600 nm was predicted by Toon

et al. (1992) and noted by Caldwell et al. (1992) in the firstk are 0.01 and 0.005, respectively).
To verify this accuracy estimate, we made synthetic im- HST images. Subsequent analyses were also made by Smith

et al. (1992) and Smith and Lemmon (1993). The reversalages with specified albedo ratio and k and attempted to
retrieve these parameters using the same processing we is due to the increasing albedo of the aerosols with wave-

length, such that they are darker than the bright atmo-applied to the real images. Typically, we can recover the
albedo ratio to within 60.02 and the k values to within sphere beneath at blue wavelengths, whereas they are

brighter than the absorbing atmosphere in the infrared—60.05 for true k 5 0.8.
To avoid introducing deconvolution artifacts into the particularly in methane absorption bands where the atmo-

sphere is darkest.images, we used raw (undeconvolved) images in this study.
To investigate the effect of the HST psf, we convolved It is seen that there is a reversal of the asymmetry in

the 619 nm methane band, although the contrast is small.synthetic images with wavelength-dependent point-spread
functions generated using TinyTIM software developed by In the continuum just beyond, at 650–700 nm, the asymme-

try is the same sense as at blue and green wavelengths.John Krist and available from STScI: we found that the
recovered albedo ratios were the same (within 0.01) of Beyond 700 nm, the asymmetry reverses in sense and in-

deed becomes stronger even than at blue wavelengths.those for the original images, but the fitted k values were
consistently 0.05 to 0.07 higher than they should be. The The differing magnitude of the NSA in filters longward of

600 nm depends principally on how much methane absorp-effect is essentially an enhancement of limb-darkening in-
duced by ‘‘blurring in’’ the darkness of space into the edge tion they sample, with the 889 nm methane band contribut-

ing most significantly in the F850LP and FQCH4N-Dof the disk.
To evaluate the applicability of a three-parameter model (889 nm) filters and the 1000-nm band to F953N and

1042M. Disentangling the contributions of the differentto the real Titan, we fit albedo ratio and k values to an
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FIG. 2. Examples of flatfielded, dark-subtracted images (bottom) used in this study, left to right, Voyager 2 violet (left), HST F336W, F467M,
F673N, and FQCH4N-D (889 nm). The middle-row images are ‘‘flattened,’’ i.e., have limb darkening removed. The top row shows contrast-stretched
images after subtracting a model image. Note the dark polar hood in the Voyager image. Above the images are shown north–south cuts of raw
images and residuals. The curves may be used to calibrate the gray scale of the residual images. Note how well F467M is fit by model and how
poorly the methane band image is fit.

bands will require detailed analysis, beyond the scope of tainties or differences between hemispheres were reported.
Our own Voyager analysis suggests similar values of 0.75,this investigation.

The variation of brightness over the disk varies in a 0.93, and 1.02, although we also estimate UV and orange
Minnaert slopes of 0.65 and 1.02. When corrected for thecharacteristic fashion, following a Minnaert fit as described

above, except in the near-IR. Sromovsky et al. (1981) deter- p0.06 offset due to the blurring by the psf, our estimates
of k from visible and UV HST images are about the same asmined Minnaert slopes k of 0.773, 0.887, and 0.942 for

violet, blue, and green V1 images, respectively. No uncer- seen by Voyager (see Fig. 4). Beyond 700 nm, the Minnaert
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TABLE II
North/South Albedo Ratios for Pioneer and Voyager, HST Prior to Repair and Post-Repair

Note. Values are determined from the method described in the text, except where indicated. Where the determination is our own, the uncertainty is
60.02 unless otherwise indicated. References are aSromovsky et al. (1981), bTomasko and Smith (1982), cSmith et al. (1982), dCaldwell et al. (1992),
eSmith et al. (1992), and fSmith et al. (1994) and previously unpublished work. All wavelength ranges are in nanometers and include system response
as well as filter bandpass. Mean wavelengths for Voyager are effective wavelengths under Jupiter illumination from Smith et al. (1977) and average
wavelengths for HST are from Burrows (1995). Mean wavelengths under solar illumination are virtually the same as mean throughput wavelengths
above, except for F255W, which has mean solar wavelength of 275 nm. Maximum and minimum wavelengths listed here are for p50% of peak
throughput, estimated from Fig. 6 in Smith et al. (1977)—see Also Danielson et al. (1981)—and Appendix 8.2 of Burrows (1995). Pioneer bandpass
data are from Fig. 3 of Tomasko and Smith (1982).

slope falls to low values (p0.5 at 889 nm) but the Minnaert than our estimated uncertainty of 60.05. We used the
wavelength-dependent radius from Toon et al. (1992) forfit is poor in any case at these wavelengths. Limb bright-

ening at long wavelengths is consistent with the scenario both hemispheres—Karkoschka and Lorenz (1997) show
that these values are good global average values.indicated above, with light scattered at high altitude, above

a darker lower atmosphere. As observed by Caldwell et al. (1992), we find that the
NSA has reversed since the Voyager epoch. We find theSince the altitude of the limb varies with latitude by

50–100 km (see Karkoschka and Lorenz, 1997), better fits amplitude of the NSA relatively flat between 1992.6 and
1995.8, consistent with a peak in or near this interval. Thiscould be made with different radii for the two hemispheres.

Our estimates of k for the brighter hemisphere tended to in turn is consistent with the estimated phase lag of 85–908
of the contrast behind the solar forcing (Smith et al. 1981,be slightly lower than for the darker, but the difference

may be due to an error in assumed radius rather than a 1982, Sromovsky et al. 1981). Our new data are unable to
constrain the phase further, since as in the Voyager epoch,real difference in limb-darkening behavior and was smaller
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FIG. 3. Wavelength dependence of the north/south albedo ratio from HST measurements. Reciprocals of Voyager and Pioneer data are shown
for comparison. Horizontal bars at bottom indicate wavelength coverage of the different filters used.

we are at an extremum of the cycle. The best measurements
for measuring the phase are during the zero-crossing, when
the time derivative of the contrast is highest. We have
made 1 1 A cos[(2fT/29.4)-d] fits (see Fig. 5), to the albedo
ratio, with T the time in years, and A the amplitude of the
contrast cycle. The amplitude A of the cycle (60.01) is
0.20 in blue and 0.15 in green, with a phase lag d (computed
from T 5 0 at solstice in 1987.9—note that Saturn’s orbit
is eccentric, such that northern summer is longer than the
winter) at both wavelengths of about 908, with a probable
error of p108 (see also section 3.2). For this simple fit,
we have used time as the independent variable, although
equally Ls (the Titanocentric longitude of the sun), the
solar latitude, or the true anomaly of Saturn’s orbit could
be used.

Although the difference is small, and comparable with
the error bars, it may be seen in Fig. 3 that the contrasts
seen by Voyager and Pioneer were slightly larger (11 6
3% at blue) than those we have measured for the present
epoch (9 6 2%), suggesting that the cycle may be somewhat
asymmetric [contrast for a given NSA is given by the un-FIG. 4. Wavelength dependence of the Minnaert coefficient k.
signed value of (NSA-1)/(NSA11)]. Similarly, the fits inSquares show 1995 HST data, reduced by 0.06 to correct for the effects of

the point-spread function, and filled circles are Voyager data. Reasonable Fig. 5 in general lie inside the Voyager points but outside
agreement is found between HST and Voyager results (vertical bar shows the HST points.
our estimated error for both data sets). Our determinations seem consis-
tent with the measurements by Sromovsky et al. (1981) for Voyager data

3.1. UV Asymmetry(open circles) and Tomasko and Smith (1982) for Pioneer data (filled
triangles). The lines correspond to the values for the ‘‘nominal’’ Lemmon

Courtin (1992) and Courtin et al. (1991) reported obser-(1994) model (model 1) of Titan, which reproduces the Neff et al. (1984)
vations and modeling of Titan’s UV albedo and suggestedspectrum, and the same model with an extra 0.5 optical depths of haze

added at 108 km (model 2). that the NSA contrast should be greater in the UV (200–
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of the NSA at blue (F439W, crosses) and green (F547M, diamonds) wavelengths, together with sinusoidal fits (dashed
and dotted lines, respectively). Error bars are comparable with symbol size. The dash–dot curve is a crude ‘‘square-wave’’ fit to the blue data.
Abbreviations at top indicate approximate season (e.g., NWS, northern winter solstice; SSE, southern spring equinox, etc.).

260 nm) than in the visible. This suggestion was based on the scattering phase function and polarization properties
observed on Titan (West and Smith 1991, Lemmon, 1994).measured optical properties (Khare et al. 1984) of tholins

and augmented by the condensation of organics. Figure 7 Fractal aerosols in Titan’s atmosphere are also discussed
in some detail by Rannou et al. (1995).in Courtin (1992) suggests that the predicted NSA contrast

at 260 nm should be p15% greater than that in the blue,
and at 200 nm, the contrast should be 40% greater. Toon 3.2. Comparison with Disk-Integrated Albedo
et al. (1992) and Hutzell (1996) also predict strong UV con-

The available imaging data have rather poor temporaltrasts.
coverage to date, with information available only near theThis trend is not what is seen in either the Voyager or
equinoxes of 1980 and 1995. Although no imaging datathe HST data sets, which show that shorter than p450 nm
are available between 1981 and 1990, photometry of Titanthere is a consistent drop in NSA as wavelength decreases.
has been obtained regularly since 1971 by Lockwood et al.Our observations in this spectral region are not ideal. One
(1986a,b, etc.) using yellow (551 nm) and blue (472 nm)of the Saturn exposures used the F255W filter, and signal-
filters. The relevant colors for HST comparison are theto-noise is better than for the Voyager images, but poor
blue (F439W and F467M) and green (F547M) filters.compared with the other HST data. The motion of Titan on

Figure 6 shows the normalized blue albedo of Titanthe (Saturn-tracking) image, together with the moderate
from observations at Lowell observatory. The p14-yearexposure time, gives some smear. However, the measure-
periodical variation in albedo was first thought to be duement of the NSA is not significantly impeded by either of
to the solar cycle (Lockwood and Thompson 1979), withthese drawbacks.
a similar period, but Sromovsky et al. (1981) showed thatAdditionally, we examined an image of Titan taken at
the variation can be reproduced if there is a varying con-

p230 nm with the Faint Object Camera. The signal-to-
trast between Titan’s hemispheres, with a peak contrastnoise in this image was too poor to enable useful quantita-
near equinox.tive analysis, but qualitatively it could be seen that the

We fit a normalized north albedo AN of the form (1 1asymmetry was far less than at blue wavelengths. All of
D sin u) and a south albedo AS of (1 2 D sin u) and otherthe imaging data, then, argue against Courtin’s (1992) sug-
analytic functions described and defined in Table III. Thegestion that the UV asymmetry is stronger than at blue
NSA is described by AN/AS , and the observed disk-inte-wavelengths.
grated albedo isThe albedo of Titan at UV wavelengths is notoriously

hard to model, as Rayleigh scattering from the atmosphere
AO 5 cAN 1 (1 2 c)AS , (1)should tend to make it bright—see, for example, the mod-

els in Toon et al. (1992). To reduce the albedo to the
observed low values requires small particles at high alti- where the north contribution c is the fraction of total light

received from above the equator. This parameter c de-tudes—perhaps the monomer particles that make up ag-
gregate particles—to absorb the light. Aggregate particles pends not only on Titan’s orientation to the sun and earth,

but also on the limb darkening, since stronger limb darken-(i.e., those formed by the clustering of smaller ones) typi-
cally exhibit the fractal nature of their properties, such as ing enhances the contribution from those parts of Titan

close to the center of the disk. From numerical experimentscross-sectional area, varying as a non-integral power of the
number of monomer particles. Aggregate particles, often with synthetic images, making the simplifying assumption

e 5 e0 , we find to within 1%,termed ‘‘fractal particles’’ or ‘‘fractal aerosols,’’ exhibit
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FIG. 6. Normalized blue albedo measurements of Titan taken at Lowell Observatory. Error bars are 3s. The fitted curves are the ‘‘simple’’
analytic model 1 in Table III. Solid line, best fit to albedo data. The dashed line has amplitude for the best-fit to the NSA data (see Fig. 5). Dot–dash
curve is the ‘‘square-wave’’ NSA (model 3), where contrast has constant amplitude but changes sign at solstice (see Fig. 5). The ‘‘modified’’ model
(4) is indistinguishable from the solid line. The yellow albedo data look similar but is of lower amplitude and slightly phase shifted.

c 5 0.5 1 (0.0069 1 3.567 3 1023k)l, (2) to the albedo curve is poor. This suggests that the asymme-
try will decay smoothly from its present value. If a sinusoi-
dal variation is assumed, but with an amplitude scaled bywhere k is the Minnaert coefficient described earlier, and

l is the latitude of the subsolar point in degrees. We assume the normalized insolation, the fit is about as good as a
simple sinusoid. We have also examined fits for the yellowTitan’s equator lies in the ring plane.

We investigated albedo variations other than sinusoidal albedo data recorded at Lowell and find similar results.
Our best-fit results are summarized in Table II. Example(e.g., a ‘‘square wave,’’ wherein the NSA has a constant

amplitude but reverses in sign around solstice) but the fit fits to the blue albedo data are shown in Fig. 6.

TABLE III
Form and Quality of Fit for Various Analytic Models Used to Simultaneously Fit the Albedo and Contrast Data

Note. RMS errors listed above should be compared with the estimated error in brightness (1s p 0.01) and contrast (uncertainty p 0.03): acceptable fits
indicated by •. It can be seen that while simple models can fit single data sets well, only a model in which there is an albedo enhancement (X) centered on
times of peak NSA is able to simultaneously fit albedo and contrast data. In the model descriptions above, u 5 (V 2 c 2 d) where V is the true anomaly of
Saturn (508 at perihelion, 1974.0, Ls 5 2798), c is the true anomaly at the equinox (2618 at northern autumn equinox, 1995.9, Ls 5 1808), d measures the
phase lag (the lag in the traditional sense is 1808 2 d), and I is the relative insolation at Titan.
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As noted by Smith et al. (1981), Sromovsky et al. (1981, nism for the albedo variation. If the haze is described by
altitude functions of particle size, number density, and1986), and Lockwood et al. (1986b), the observed contrast

between hemispheres is inadequate to reproduce the al- optical properties, any or all of these could change at any
or all altitudes. For convenience, however, we can thinkbedo variation. We also find this to be the case for the

1986–1995 epoch; i.e., a simple albedo function tuned to of the optical effects as changes in one or both of two
parameters (one an input parameter, the assumed radius,fit the NSA data is poor at reproducing the albedo and

vice versa. The discrepancy between the cycle amplitude and the other the limb darkening coefficient k) in our
model images of Titan.indicated by the imaging NSA measurements and that re-

quired to fit the albedo implies an effect additional to the A change in radius of the ‘‘optical surface’’ could account
for the additional p2% of required brightness—increasingasymmetry cycle. In analytic terms, the residual albedo

variation (i.e., that part not reproduced by the asymmetry Titan’s area by 2% implies an increase the altitude of the
optical surface by 1%, or about 30 km, or one scale height.cycle) seems to be well reproduced with an increment to

the albedo scaled to double the phase of the NSA (see GCM results predict a general upwelling at low latitudes,
where most of Titan’s reflected light comes from, nearmodel 4 in table III). The amplitude of this increment is

about 50% larger than that of the seasonal asymmetry equinox (see Hourdin et al. 1995) which could levitate most
of the reflecting haze. Note that this refers to the normalcycle. Lockwood et al. (1986b) suggest that physical possi-

bilities are a solar cycle effect, that the change in insolation optical depth5unity altitude near 100 km. Latitudinal vari-
ations in the altitude of the tangential optical limb (normalis due to Saturn’s eccentricity, or a change in the location

of the contrast boundary. optical depth 0.01p0.03, at an altitude of 300 km or so) of
order 50 km have been noted by Karkoschka and LorenzThe solar cycle does not correlate well with the residual

albedo variation (while it did so in the late 1970s, the solar (1997), Rages and Pollack (1983), and Hubbard et al.
(1993). Model study is required to determine whether acycle is now out of phase with the albedo variation), and

in any case, as discussed below, the production of aerosols physically plausible change in the optical surface would be
accompanied by changes in reflectivity.has such long time constant as to make it non-viable as

a mechanism for generating albedo changes on seasonal Physically the same process (a change in haze properties)
could manifest itself in a change in the limb-darkeningtimescales (see Hutzell 1993). Similarly, Saturn and Titan’s

insolation varies with Saturn’s orbital period of 29.5 years, coefficient, with the ‘‘radius’’ held fixed. Numerical experi-
ments show that for the same intrinsic reflectivity I0 , thewith a peak at perihelion in 1974 and a minimum in 1988.

Since the residual albedo discrepancy has a period of about disk-integrated brightness at zero phase varies as
exp(20.37k), with k the limb-darkening coefficient. Thus,14 years, it is difficult to relate it directly to the insol-

ation variation. a 2% increase in brightness would require a decrease in k
of 0.05. The present analysis, however, is barely able toAlthough the contrast boundary may indeed migrate

north and south, we reject this mechanism as a principal resolve such changes in k, and since there is not yet a set
of imaging data using the same instrument with the samecause of the discrepancy. If the albedo changed according

to the simple (model 1 in Table III) law tuned to fit the psf spanning more than a couple of years, confidence in
detecting such a change would be poor.NSA data, the contribution required from the brighter

hemisphere would need to be greater than unity to repro-
duce the albedo variation. This is clearly unphysical. As
the boundary between hemispheres is itself not very sharp, 4. MECHANISMS OF SEASONAL CHANGE:
and is blurred by the psf in our HST images, it is not easy MODEL COMPARISON
to measure. Smith et al. (1992) suggested a boundary at
p208N. We find that the residuals after our model image We can use the wavelength dependence of the asymme-

try, and its phase with respect to solar forcing, to investigatesubtraction are somewhat smaller with the interhemi-
spheric boundary defined in the model at 108N to 208N, the physical processes causing the change. That the asym-

metry has reversed over a period of 15 years is entirelysuggesting that the ‘‘boundary’’ lies in this range. Model
images with boundaries south of the equator or north of consistent with it being due to solar forcing in one way or

another, since Titan’s substantial obliquity of 26.78 leads308N are poor. This may be contrasted with Fig. 15 in
Smith et al. (1982), which shows the transition region span- to strong interhemispheric variation in insolation with this

period. Since the optical wavelengths under considerationning about 308S to 58N. Squyres et al. (1984) report measur-
ing the boundary at 5.58S. Thus, while it appears that the are primarily sensitive to the atmospheric haze, this varia-

tion in albedo must be due to a change in the haze structureboundary does appear to move, it moves in the wrong
direction (i.e., on Titan, the darker ‘‘hemisphere’’ is the or optical properties in each hemisphere.

Sromovsky et al. (1981) considered aerosol parameterslarger one) to account for the albedo variation.
A change in the global haze properties is a likely mecha- generated by Rages and Pollack (1980) and noted that
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contrast would decrease or disappear for small phase dependence of the limb-darkening coefficients (Fig. 4) that
we have determined for Titan. A change in model massangles if the contrast were due to a change in aerosol size.

We, and Sromovsky et al. (1981), have found no evidence production rate (see Fig. 7) of a factor 2 generates the
albedo difference fairly well, and it is of note that thefor such a drop in contrast at lower phase angles (based

on analysis of Voyager images at phase angles from zero Lemmon (1994) model, using fractal aggregate particles,
performs much better at short wavelengths than the Toonto 308), so a size distribution change seems unlikely. Sro-

movsky and Fry (1989) measured the NSA out to phase et al. (1992) model which uses spheres. However, such a
production change overestimates the contrast at near-IRangles of 908, where a variation in mean size would give

a contrast reversal, but found instead that the contrast was wavelengths, probably by increasing the number density
too much at high altitudes. We also considered the effect ofconstant with phase.

Sromovsky et al. (1981) also considered whether a cloud changing the removal (‘‘rainout’’) altitude of the particles
from 88 to 64 km. In effect this simply increases the numberlayer deep in the atmosphere could cause the asymmetry.

They argue that such a cloud layer would have to be more density of particles in this altitude range. Such a change
(see Fig. 7) is unable to reproduce the contrast spectrum—absorbing at short wavelengths to match Titan’s geometric

albedo (Rages and Pollack 1980), and thus the north–south light is scattered too high in the atmosphere for changes
at p70 km to generate enough blue contrast between thesecontrast should be higher at long wavelengths, which is

not what is observed, namely a decline and reversal of the cases, although the near-IR contrast is reasonable.
Note that a drop in rainout altitude essentially increasesasymmetry with increasing wavelength.

A change in aerosol absorption coefficient, due perhaps aerosol opacity at the base of the haze layer, whereas a
change in production rate drives the opacity at the top.to condensation of materials onto the aerosols, is a possible

mechanism, consistent with the blue and green asymmetry We found (Smith et al. 1995) that the albedo difference with
wavelength between north and south could be reproducedreported by Sromovsky et al. (1981). This mechanism is

that favored by Courtin (1992) who noted a latitudinal reasonably by introducing an ‘‘artificial’’ additional haze
opacity, with particles bright in the red, dark in blue, withcorrelation between the HCN to C2H4 atmospheric abun-

dance ratio and albedo. A relevant observation is that by optical depth 0.5 in a 104–112 km altitude bin. Introducing
such a layer has an effect broadly comparable with that ofLetourneur and Coustenis (1993) who while reporting ‘‘no

significant temporal variations’’ in a comparison of V2 lowering the rainout altitude, although since the altitude
is higher, the contrast in the methane band (889 nm) isIRIS data with that from V1, show estimates of the V2

abundance of C4H2 and C3H4 at high northern latitudes rather stronger, as for the case where mass production
was changed.factors 3–5 lower than those estimated (Coustenis and

Bézard 1995) for Voyager 1 at the same latitude. It is of Figure 8 shows the altitude of the unity optical depth
level in the nominal model, in very crude terms, largenote that these are the heaviest hydrocarbons they exam-

ined and thus are most likely to play a role in aerosol contrasts must be generated near or above these altitudes.
Since the contrast is weaker at wavelengths below 400 nm,modification by condensation. However, condensation

onto aerosols would amplify (Courtin 1992) the north– most of the contrast must be generated lower than
p120 km altitude. Models (e.g., where production rate issouth contrast in the UV, which is clearly not what is

observed. Thus while condensation may well occur, and changed) where there are significant changes in the haze
at higher altitudes tend to overpredict 889 nm contrasts.may modify the aerosol optical properties, it is not the

dominant effect. Toon et al. (1992) point out that one The cases above are single perturbations to a model haze
structure—clearly what is actually happening on Titan iswould not expect to see a reversal of contrast at long

wavelengths if the cause of the asymmetry were a change more complicated—some altitudes may be depleted in
haze while others are enhanced. As pointed out by Hutzellin the optical properties of haze particles.

Having eliminated the mechanisms above as principal (1996) contrast at different wavelengths may reflect
changes in haze structure at different altitudes.contributors, the remaining source of the contrast is addi-

tional aerosol opacity by an increase in the number density Note that we have deliberately not explored model varia-
tions in detail, as our nominal model—like that of Toonof particles. We will now investigate whether production,

removal, or transport of aerosols is what controls their et al. (1992)—is tuned to fit the Neff et al. (1984) disk-
integrated albedo data. A model tuned to fit this data maynumber density at the relevant altitudes.

We attempted to reproduce the contrast changes using a not, however, actually describe the haze strructure of any
part of Titan, ever, since the albedo reflects the sum ofmulti-layer radiative transfer model. This model (Lemmon

1994), using fractal aggregate particles, fits the spectrum (non-equal) contributions from two hemispheres. A future,
more detailed model investigation will use the contributionof Titan measured by Neff et al. (1984) and Pioneer and

Voyager polarimetry (Tomasko and Smith 1982). We find factors described earlier and separate models for each
hemisphere, tuned first to fit the Neff et al. (1984) data,that the model qualitatively reproduces the wavelength
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FIG. 7. Comparison of modeled albedo contrast (lines) due to various mechanisms with that observed by HST (diamonds). Plotted are ratios
of model albedo tuned to fit Neff et al. (1984) spectrum divided by models with a 0.05 cm/sec updraft and factor 5 increase in aerosol mass production
rate (MPR) from Figs. 9 and 13 of Toon et al. (1992) and for factor 2 increase in MPR and drop in rainout altitude from 88 to 64 km from Lemmon
(1994) Figs. 23 and 24. The Lemmon model with an additional 0.5 optical depth of haze at 108 km are new calculations. The Hutzell data are north/
south albedo ratios estimated from Hutzell et al. (1996) Fig. 5 for a global circulation model (GCM) and a Hadley-type circulation. The upwelling
Toon and Lemmon rainout and 108 km cloud cases appear to perform best, although the Toon model does not perform well at short wavelengths.

and then each varied to reproduce the asymmetry cycle in any case. We note that the k values are sensitive to
model parameters (see Fig. 4) so will be useful in con-and albedo variation.

Limb-darkening coefficients can be estimated from the straining future models.
Direct production of aerosols by UV photolysis occursmodel and (see Fig. 4) are qualitatively in agreement with

the observed values. The model does not take into account at high altitude (>200 km), and we assumed, as Toon et
al. (1992), that aerosols are removed by rainout. Althoughthe combined depth and sphericity of the atmosphere into

account, but these effects are only important at the limb, a change in steady-state aerosol mass production rate by
a factor of 2 reproduces the contrast versus wavelengthwhich represents perhaps 2 of the 10 points used to fit a

k value. The model has not been tuned to fit the k values fairly well (see Fig. 7), Hutzell (1993) showed that the
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welling in the present northern hemisphere is consistent
with the detection in Titan’s shadow of a detached haze
layer in that hemisphere by Karkoschka and Lorenz (1996).
Note that this detached haze layer is optically thin at nor-
mal incidence and does not significantly affect the albedo
measurements reported here.

Hutzell et al. (1996) have investigated the effect of
applying a Hadley cell type circulation, and the recent
GCM results of Hourdin et al. (1995) to Titan’s aerosols,
but they use the Toon et al. (1992) optical scheme, which
overestimates the contrast in the violet and UV. Hutzell
et al. (1996, Fig. 5) show relative albedo as a function of
latitude for when maximum contrast at 550 nm occurs: the
predicted contrast for the GCM circulation is p200% at
222 and 350 nm, far in excess of that observed. The contrast
at 550 nm is broadly that which is observed, but at 889 nm,
they predict high albedo at high latitudes, but no hemi-
spheric asymmetry. As with the Toon et al. (1992) albedo
calculations, the methane band and violet/UV treatments
require revision. Hutzell’s Hadley cell model appears to
give a seasonal contrast of the wrong phase.FIG. 8. Altitude of optical depth 5 1 from Lemmon (1994) model

As the terminal velocity of particles 0.1 and 1 em inas a function of wavelength (nm). Large contrasts must be generated at
radius is small (1023–1022 cm/sec at 100 km altitude (Toonor above this level. If a measure of contrast is plotted on the abscissa,

with the t 5 1 altitude for the corresponding wavelength used as the et al. 1992)), aerosol motion is coupled directly to the wind
ordinate, a lower limit for the altitude region responsible for the contrast field. At that altitude (p10 mbar), the stream function of
is indicated. the zonally averaged meridonal flow (Hourdin et al. 1995)

is 0.03 p 0.1 kg/sec, corresponding to velocities of p1
m/sec. Thus, the transport of haze material from one hemi-
sphere to the other takes only about 0.2 years. Thus aamplitude and phase of the observed contrast for a varia-

tion in production rate on seasonal (p10 year) time scales seasonal change in circulation seems the only plausible
mechanism for introducing the additional haze opacity re-is incompatible with observations. Essentially, the long

residence time of haze particles is such that a change in quired on a sufficiently short time scales.
Our modeling and observations indicate that at equinoxproduction rate is damped out: the haze produced in one

season contributes only a tiny fraction of the total col- the autumn hemisphere (north at present, south during
the Voyager encounter) is bright at visible wavelengthsumn opacity.

Note also that while an increase of the rainout altitude and that this is due to a lower haze opacity in the region
of 100 km altitude. There is more haze in the spring hemi-from 64 to 88 km over a short period would clear that

altitude range of aerosols, the terminal velocity of 0.1 to sphere, which appears bright in methane band images. This
is consistent with a pole-to-pole Hadley-type circulation1.0-em spherical aerosols is such (Toon et al. 1992) that it

would take between 10 and 80 years for descending aero- which transports haze from the summer to winter hemi-
spheres between equinoxes. The upwelling in the summersols to repopulate the layer after the rainout altitude had

dropped again. This long time scale argues against this hemisphere also levitates some haze, with larger particles,
providing the detached haze layer seen by Rages and Pol-being a plausible mechanism for producing the contrast—

the response time would tend to damp out the albedo lack (1983) and inferred by Karkoschka and Lorenz (1997).
Separating cause and effect in these seasonal changes isdifference, just as for production.

The Toon et al. (1992) upwelling model reproduces the not easy. Temperature changes in the atmosphere could
change the altitudes at which compounds might condenseblue and near-IR contrast (see Fig. 7), but is poor in the

violet and UV and in the 889- and 619-nm methane bands: on aerosol particles, changing their size and/or optical
properties. Courtin (1992) favors a change in optical prop-this may be due to poorly modeled methane absorption

and/or the UV albedo problems already discussed, or both erties of the haze particles as a mechanism for the asymme-
try, especially in the UV. Recent work by Bézard et al.effects may be due in part to too high number density at

high altitudes for the upwelling case. In reality, particles (1995) has shown that haze and gas opacity variations can
account, radiatively, for at least part of the temperaturewill be advected away at high altitudes rather than accumu-

late there: the streamlines turn over rather than stop. Up- asymmetry observed by Flasar et al. (1981). On the other
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hand, the temperature asymmetry lag may simply be an monitoring of Titan’s disk-integrated albedo over the years
should also be noted: the combination of these data withartifact of the circulation: Flasar and Conrath (1990) sug-

gested that the required phase lag in the observed tempera- the spatially resolved, but much more poorly sampled,
imaging data has enabled the discrimination of differentture field could be due to deeper layers of the atmosphere

being coupled to those levels where the asymmetry was analytic models of Titan’s behavior.
observed (‘‘dynamic inertia’’). As Hutzell et al. (1996) point
out, the situation is complicated, with the haze structure
driving the energy deposition in the atmosphere and hence 6. CONCLUSIONS
the circulation on which the haze structure depends. Fur-
ther progress might be made by coupling a time-dependent We have measured the north–south asymmetry in Ti-

tan’s atmosphere from a number of HST images spanninghaze model to a GCM.
We might expect that if the albedo contrast is circulation the UV to the near-IR. The interhemispheric boundary,

while blurred, is presently 108–208 north of the equator,related, it may respond to changes in global insolation.
Saturn’s eccentric orbit provides such a modulation, such whereas it was about 58S during the Voyager epoch. We

find the NSA contrast peaks in the blue, falling off towardthat insolation in 1974 was 20% higher than in 1989. We
observe that the albedo contrast was slightly (indeed, the UV. The NSA falls to near-zero at red wavelengths

and reverses in the near-infrared due to methane absorp-within error bars, but at several wavelengths) smaller at
present than at the Voyager epoch—if this change is real, tion, and partly due to brightening of the aerosols. Of

the wavelengths available on HST, the greatest contrast isand correlated with the insolation change, then we predict
that the phase-corrected albedo ratio measured by Cassini found in the 889-nm methane band. These measurements

are consistent with, but significantly extend the wavelengthwill be closer to the Voyager values than those we have
determined with HST. Note that we believe the effects of coverage of, earlier work by Smith et al. (1981), Sromovsky

et al. (1981), Caldwell et al. (1992), and Smith et al.the solar UV cycle to be small, since the haze inventory
can have only a small seasonally produced component. (1992, 1993).

The Minnaert coefficient follows a broadly similar pat-
tern, with the strongest, near-Lambertian, limb darkening5. ADDITIONAL DATASETS
at green and red wavelengths. In the blue and UV, limb
darkening is much weaker, with k tending toward 0.5, whileFuture monitoring by HST, using WFPC2, FOC, and

after 1997 NICMOS, should allow the decay of the NSA in the near-IR methane band there is strong limb bright-
ening (although the Minnaert fit is poor).to be studied. Additionally, progress in ground-based

adaptive optics imaging of Titan has been impressive re- We find that the k values generated by a haze model
reproduce the general wavelength dependence, althoughcently (Saint-Pe et al. 1993, Han et al. 1995, Combes et al.

1995). Although the emphasis on ground-based imaging some discrepancies remain. Further, the k values are sensi-
tive to model parameters, so our limb darkening measure-has been on mapping surface features in the near-infrared

(at 2 em, where it is more practicable to compensate for ments will be useful constraints on future models.
Existing haze models do not reproduce the wavelengthatmospheric turbulence than at visible wavelengths), moni-

toring of the NSA should also be possible. variation of the asymmetry well. A change in number den-
sity in the 64–88 km altitude range (due, e.g., to a drop inIn the mid and far-infrared, the recently launched Infra-

red Space Observatory (ISO), although able to measure rainout altitude), or at 108 km produce broadly correct
near-IR contrasts, although a change in haze structure overthe abundances of a number of compounds in Titan’s atmo-

sphere (Coustenis et al. 1993), lacks the angular resolution a broader altitude range is likely what actually occurs—
some change at higher altitudes is probably required toto study the NSA. Its expected lifetime of 2 years may be

enough to detect the seasonal variations in composition to generate the blue contrast. Simply changing the mass pro-
duction rate generates near-IR contrasts that are too high.which the NSA appears to be coupled, however.

During the 4-year (2004–2008) orbital tour of the Cassini As suggested by Toon et al. (1992) and Hutzell (1996),
haze structure changes due to atmospheric circulation aremission, Titan’s atmosphere will be extensively studied.

Imaging from the UV to the mid-IR, as well as radio- a likely mechanism for the albedo contrast, although com-
positional changes (condensation) may also play a minoroccultations and far-infrared observations will provide a

wealth of data, coupling optical appearance with wind and role.
We stress that present haze models, all tuned to fit thetemperature fields and composition variations. Imaging

observations will be of sufficient fidelity to measure the k Neff et al. (1984) data set, may not represent the true
haze structure of any part of Titan, since those albedovariation over the 4-year period.

Despite the breadth and fidelity of anticipated spacecraft measurements are the weighted average of two hemi-
spheres with clearly different haze structures. Future mod-measurements, value of consistent, accurate ground-based
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eling efforts need to consider models for (at least) two DANIELSON, G. E., P. N. KUPFERMAN, T. V. JOHNSON, AND L. A. SODER-
BLOM 1981. Radiometric performance of the Voyager cameras. J. Geo-latitude ranges.
phys. Res. 86, 8683–8689.Our comparison of the variation of the disk-integrated

FLASAR, F. M., AND B. J. CONRATH 1990. Titan’s stratospheric tempera-albedo with a seasonally varying asymmetry suggests, as
tures: A case for dynamic inertia? Icarus 85, 346–354.

it did to earlier workers (Sromovsky et al. 1981, 1986, Lock-
FLASAR, F. M., R. E. SAMUELSON, AND B. J. CONRATH 1981. Titan’s

wood et al. 1986b, etc.) that an additional global albedo atmosphere: Temperature and dynamics. Nature 292, 693–698.
variation is required—again a change in number density HAN, B., T. OWEN, A. BRAHIC, C. DUMAS, F. RODDIER, C. RODDIER,
with altitude driven by circulation is a likely mechanism. M. NORTHCOTT, J. E. GRAVES, AND D. O’CONNOR 1995. Ground-based

near-infrared adaptive-optics imaging of the surface of Titan. Bull. Am.The seasonal asymmetry appears to vary smoothly.
Astron. Soc. 27, 1104.Whether a smooth albedo variation necessarily implies a

HOURDIN, F., O. TALAGRAND, R. SADOURNY, R. COURTIN, D. GAUTIER,smooth variation of circulation is a question for future
AND C. P. MCKAY 1995. Numerical simulation of the general circulationmodeling.
of the atmosphere of Titan. Icarus 117, 358–374.

At the time of writing, Titan’s NSA has just passed its
HUBBARD, W. B., AND 45 COLLEAGUES 1993. The occultation of 28 Sgr

maximum intensity and will continue to decline (gradually, by Titan. Astron. Astrophys. 269, 541–563.
according to our albedo fits), and then reverse, over the HUNTEN, D. M., M. G. TOMASKO, F. M. FLASAR, R. E. SAMUELSON,
next 15 years. During that time, we may continue to moni- D. F. STROBEL, AND D. J. STEVENSON 1984. Titan. In Saturn (T. Gehrels

and M. S. Matthews, eds.), pp. 671–759. Univ. Arizona Press, Tucson.tor it, with considerably better temporal and spatial resolu-
tion than the past 15 years. HUTZELL, W. T., C. P. MCKAY, AND O. B. TOON 1993. Effects of time-

varying haze production on Titan’s geometric albedo. Icarus, 105,
162–174.
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